SWEETEST TWO-SEATER GOING!

Here is the exciting new high-performance Corvette—one of the world's truly authentic sports cars. Internationally acclaimed for its achievements, the Corvette is as American as the Fourth of July. Nothing on wheels handles more nobly. Nothing on a road or at a rally matches its style of leading two lives. For while the Corvette is a red-white-and-blue-blooded sportsman, it is also the leisure car supreme. With brilliant new styling ... new twin roadlights ... new cockpit and instruments ... a wide choice of engines, drives and options... here is a true sun-and-wind car—the sweetest two-seater in the land!
AMERICA'S ONLY TRUE SPORTS CAR
PERFORMANCE

is a sports car's pedigree

A light, well-handled sports car in a limited sport. Truly a triumph in handling—reversing in the most subtle turns. In real-life driving situations in any weather, with positive control. It road

...
Specifications


*Optional at extra cost.